
New Hon� Kon� Chines� Takeawa� Men�
168 High Street, Canterbury, United Kingdom

+441227375865 - https://www.newhongkonghernebay.co.uk/

On this website, you can find the complete menu of New Hong Kong Chinese Takeaway from Canterbury.
Currently, there are 12 dishes and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the

restaurant directly. You can also contact them through their website. What User likes about New Hong Kong
Chinese Takeaway:

Delicious tasty lemon chicken with spring rolls and chicken and pineapple really lovely hot food very nice flavour.
Ordered and delivered 10 mins early than expected- nice happy delivery driver. read more. What Stuart Oates

doesn't like about New Hong Kong Chinese Takeaway:
Waited until the end of the delivery window, chased the order through just eat, extended another 25 minutes.
Waited another 10 minutes after that and still nothing so rang to cancel as it's getting too late to eat only to be
told it's miraculously on its way so I had to reject the food at the door. I've asked for a refund and we won't be
coming back. read more. At New Hong Kong Chinese Takeaway from Canterbury you have the opportunity to

savor delicious vegetarian meals, in which no trace of animal meat or fish was used, Many guests are especially
looking forward to the experience of versatile, fine Chinese cuisine. Most courses are prepared in a short time for

you and served.
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Appet�er�
SPRING ROLLS

Mai� course�
RIBS

Seafoo�
PRAWN

Sid� dishe�
RICE

Chicke�
ANANAS CHICKEN

India�
CHICKEN CURRY

Chicke� dishe�
LEMON CHICKEN

M�ica� dishe�
CHILLI SAUCE

Nude�-Reisgericht�
CHOW MEIN

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SOUP

Desser�
PANCAKE

CREPES

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

MEAT

PRAWNS

DUCK
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Opening Hours:
Sunday 17:30-22:00
Tuesday 17:30-21:30
Wednesday 17:30-22:00
Thursday 17:30-22:00
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Saturday 17:30-22:30
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